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SUMMARY 
The suspected variability of humans in judging the relevance of 
documents is one of the current problems confronting the development 
and improvement of document information and retrieval systems,, 
The purpose of this thesis was to design a method to investigate 
the variation, measured in terms of consistency, of relevance judgments 
between two groups of analysts and among the analysts within each groupQ 
To test the validity of the proposed design, a pilot experiment was 
conducted using two groups of analysts (subject experts and non-experts) 
and two question-document collections (machine retrieved and randomly 
selected)o Analysts were instructed to mark each document relevant or 
not-relevant to the given question and to record the time required to 
make such relevance assessmentSo The responses were analyzed statistically 
to determines (l) if the analysts within a group were consistent in their 
judgments of relevance? (2) if the two groups could be expected to make 
the same relevance judgment for the same questien-document pair? (3) if 
one group was significantly more consistent in its assessments than the 
other? and (4) if the method of document selection had any effect on the 
consistency of relevance assessmentSo Expressions were formulated to 
show the degree of consistency exhibited by the analysts of each group0 
The statistical procedures were of general utility under the 
experimental constraintSo The data collected permitted, for the pilot 
experiment only, the following conclusions? (1) the analysts within 
the groups could consistently agree on the relevance of documents to 
questions?(2) the degree of consistency of the two groups did not 
vii 
differ significantly^ (3) the two groups did agree on the relevance of 
a particular document to a questions and (4) the method of document 
selection had a serious effect only on the consistency of the group of non-
experts,. The times required for the relevance judgments were in all 
cases lower for the expert group, 
Analysis of the inconsistency among the analysts by means of 
relevance profiles indicated the probable need for relevance classes 
other than those of relevant and not-relevant0 
1 
CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The Problem of Relevance 
What is relevance? The answer to this question is one of the 
current problems confronting the development and improvement of document 
information and retrieval systems0 Despite a number of attempts to 
define relevance and characterize the process of relevance assessments, 
it is agreed that our understanding of it is shallow, and that more 
study is indicatedo 
Most definitions of relevance offered so far have been opera-
tional definitions presented in connection with attempts to measure 
the efficiency of document storage and retrieval systems0 In these 
instances, definitions of this term vary with different evaluation 
techniques or procedures., Thus in one instance, a relevant document 
is defined as that document from which the search question was made 
2 
(the source document), and in another, it is "that document which the 
3 
questioner would like to have read before answering the question,," 
"Summary of the Study Conference in Evaluation of Document 
Searching Systems and Procedures," pp0 l-9o 
2 
Cyril W0 Cleverdon, "The Testing of Index Language Devices," 
ASLIB Proceedings, XV, p„ 107o 
3 
Eo Mo Fels, "Evaluation of the Performance of an Information 
Retrieval System by Modified Mooers Plan," American Documentation? XIV, 
p0 29o 
2 
In this connection, there has also been a recognition that rele-
vance judging is not necessarily a dichotomous process, but that there 
may exist shades, or degrees, of relevance,, Documents thus may fall into 
more than two groupings or categories,, According to one viewj there are 
five relevance categories? A document more useful than a "source docu-
4 
ment," a document as useful as the source document, a document of some 
5 
interest, a document of no interest, and a false drop0 Another view 
defines three relevance categories -- crucial, relevant, and irrelevant,, 
Still another author requires only two such categories -- relevant and 
7 
irrelevant Regardless of the number of relevance categories, this 
categorization is the prevalently accepted procedure for assessing the 
value of documents by those making the assessments 
If the relevance of a document to a search query is based on the 
value of the document to the assessor, what are the determinants in this 
mental process? The value of the document is determined according to one 
or more criteria (e0g0, the understanding or interpretation of the search 
query, the relation of this document to another document, or the intensity 
of need or interest)„ In each case relevance is not a property of the 
document's content but a set of the assessor's criteria for value 
A source document is one from which the experimental question 
was formulatedo 
Cleverdon, loc0 cit.0 
Harry Bornstein^ "A Paradigm for a Retrieval Effectiveness 
Experiment/' American Documentation9 XIII, p» 255. 
Ao Resnick and To Ro Savage, "The Consistency of Human Judgments 
of Relevance," American Documentation9 XV, ppQ 93-95° 
3 
judgments., The assessment of document relevance is then a process of 
matching the documents0 contents as understood by the assessor, to a set 
of criteria which define the circumstances usually referred to as his 
"need/' or "requirements/' or "query0" 
If the set of criteria contains subjective elements^ it is plausi-
ble to suspect that human judgment ("an operation of the mind involving 
8 
comparison and discrimination" ) of relevance may vary with the assessor 
This variation may be caused by value criteria such as educational back-
groundp experience in the subject fields personal motivation^ and other 
physiological and psychological circumstances of the evento Thus it is 
proper to asks What is the degree of agreement which may be expected of 
relevance judgments between certain types of individuals, and between 
certain categories of assessors? The answer or answers to this question 
have important practical implications,, 
Some Practical Applications of Relevance Assessments 
Human judgment of the relevance of documents has been employed in 
most attempts at the evaluation of information retrieval systems^ it is a 
standard function in the review of search outputs in both mechanized and 
manual information systems^ it is a crucial function in the process of 
acquisition of materials in libraries! and so fortho As will be shown, 
little attention has been paid in these areas to the suspected varia-
bility of human assessments of relevance., 
Various suggested methods of evaluating the relative efficiency 
Stanford Lo Optner^ Systems Analysis for Business and Industrial 
4 
of information retrieval systems, based on the measurement of the per-
centage of relevant material retrieved and the accompanying amount of 
irrelevant material, have employed human judgmento For example, Bornstein 
used "the user of the information and his judgment of the relevance of the 
9 information retrieved to specific questions," The Mooers Plan and a 
modification of it utilized human judgment to arrive at a measure of 
11 
system efficiency,, Again, Swanson has relied upon a group of physicists 
with post-doctoral experience in the specialties represented by the arti-
cles to make the required relevance judgments,, 
Typical of the conclusions reached is that of the Cranfield staff 
12 
in an experiment at the English Electric Library at Whetstone0 It 
states that an experienced librarian was able to recognize documents 
13 
relevant to a set of questions in a "relatively strange subject field," 
and that he was as successful in searching for relevant documents as 
persons with practical experience in the subject fieldo Yet the design 
of the Whetstone experiment, conducted in a manner of earlier experiments 
9 
Bornstein, op0 cite 9 pQ 2540 
Fels, loco cite 
11 
Don R0 Swanson, "Searching Natural Language Text by Computer," 
Science, CXXXII, pp0 1100-1101,, 
12 
Cyril Wo Cleverdon, "ASLIB Cranfield Research Project, Report 
on the Testing and Analysis of an Investigation into the Comparative 
Efficiency of Indexing Systems," pp0 61-750 
13 
The term "relevant document" in the Cranfield studies is the 
source document from which the question was made0 
5 
by the Cranfield staff, did not admit of the variability of human assess-
ments of relevance,, 
15 
If it is true, as has been postulated, that definitions and char-
acteristics of relevance vary from one individual to another, the follow-
ing questions arise with respect to studies of system efficiency? Had 
Bornstein selected several groups of three users each5 would he have 
obtained similar judgments of relevance by each group? Or, in the Mooers 
Plan, would another representative sample of users (or another writer and 
umpire in the Modified Plan) have yielded the same efficiency rating? 
Again, would Swanson have reported similar results had he selected another 
panel of physicists? Were the librarians of the Whetstone study not 
guaranteed the existence of a relevant (source) document, would they 
still have performed as well as trained technicians, and identically with 
other librarians? All these studies leave these questions unanswered., 
One of the proposed functions of an information system has been 
for personnel on the system staff to further analyze the collection of 
retrieved documents for irrelevant documents before passing the search 
results on to the inquirerG But what assurance is there to the inquirer 
Some 200 references were randomly selected from the indexed 
collection and were distributed among the Whetstone technical staff 
with instructions to prepare questions in such a manner that each ques-
tion would be successfully answered by one and only one of the refer-
ences (i0eo, by that document from which the question emanated)«, Sub-
sequently, searches were conducted until the source document was 
retrieved or until no further search programs could be devisedo 
^Donald Jo Hillman, "The Notion of Relevance (l),'« American 
Documentation, XV, pc 29o 
6 
that the documents rejected by the system analyst were not relevant? Is 
it not possible that some documents classed as irrelevant could be of some 
value for the user? A similar problem arises in the case of the librarian 
Is it correct to assume that one librarian's criteria for classifying 
documents are the same as those of another librarian and those of informa-
tion users? At present there seem to be no studies concerned with these 
problemSo 
The questions presented in the preceding paragraphs may be sum-
marized as followso (1) For the discussed information system evaluation 
techniques, are the efficiency ratings obtained independent of the selec-
tion of the user-experts who evaluate the relevance of search outputs? 
(2) Is the evaluation of the search results from both conventional and 
mechanized techniques independent of the personnel who does the screening? 
(3) Is the determination of a relevant document by a person independent 
of his educational background? 
Previous Experiments to Evaluate Relevance Assessments by Humans 
During his visit to the United States in 1961, Cleverdon was asked 
to consider that with regard to the determination of relevance in the 
Cranfield Project judgments about relevance of documents to a particular 
request vary (1) among users, and (2) with time for one user0 
Related to these suggestions is a series of experiments by Resnick, 
17 
Savage, and Ratho Their first experiments were conducted to determine 
which of four types of lexical indicators (ioe0, document surrogates) 
John O'Connor, Journal of Documentation, XVII, ppG 259-260o 
17 
Go Jo Rath, A0 Resnick, To Ro Savage, "Comparison of Four Types 
of Lexical Indicators of Content," American Documentation;, XII, pp0 126-130o 
7 
could best be utilized by subjects to determine relevant from irrele-
vant documents* The results indicated that there was no major differ-
ence between the text and the abstracts* In a later experiment individuals 
were asked to determine relevance of documents to their work interests on 
the basis of titles and abstracts* It was indicated that there were no 
significant differences between the usefulness of titles and of abstracts 
18 
for this purposeo 
Of primary interest to this study was the final experiment con-
cerning the consistency of human judgment of relevance,, Resnick and 
19 Savage compared the relative inter- and intra-subject consistency of 
humans when judging the relevance of documents to their general interests 
20 
on the basis of different lexical indicators,, The subjects making the 
judgments were divided into four groups,, one for each indicator, and 
were instructed to judge the items of their group relevant, R, or irre-
levant, I, to their interests0 One month later the experiment was 
repeated using the same people and the same items with the additional 
instruction requiring each subject to recall which items he felt he had 
responded to in the same way in the first experimental session,, 
There were four possible categories of responses for any one 
items R-R (i0e0, the item was rated R on both the first and the second 
A0 Resnick, "Relative Effectiveness of Document Titles and 
Abstracts for Determining Relevance of Documents," Science, CXXXIV, pp0 
1004-1005o 
19 
Resnick and Savage, loc0 cit0 
20 
The functions of a lexical indicator of content were to deter-
mine if a document was relevant for a specific purpose and to obtain some 
information from the document without having to examine the entire texto 
8 
experimental sessions), R-I, I-Rs and I~Io The frequency of the responses 
in the classes R-I and I-R was compared to the total frequency of 
responses of all four classesD In this experiment 10 per cent of the 46 
response pairs were in the R-I, I-R classes and the remaining 90 per cent 
were in the classes R-R and I-Io Therefore,, if a subject judged an item 
one way on the first session, then the indication was that he would make 
the same judgment 90 per cent of the time on his second judgment of the 
same lexical indicator When the changes were analyzed statistically^ 
the test indicated that the changes which occurred were not significantly 
different (ioe0, there was no reason to believe the probability of an I-R 
pair of judgments was not equal to the probability of an R-I pair), except 
21 
for abstractSo 
The data indicating the number of judgments recalled correctly on 
the second session were tabulated and tested by the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way 
Analysis of Variance teste It examined the hypothesis that each of the 
recall scores came from the same population or from identical populations 
with respect to averages,, For the experiment the hypothesis could not 
be rejected^ hence, there was indicated an inter-subject consistencyo That 
is, the members of all groups were able to recall equally well previous 
judgments of relevance0 
Another experiment was conducted by G0 CD Barhydt at Western 
Reserve University to measure the effectiveness of relevance assessments 
22 
based on non-user evaluation* He indicated there was a "high 
21 
There was no obvious reason for this occurrence0 
22 
Gordon CD Barhydt, "A Comparison of Relevance Assessment by 
Three Types of Evaluator," Proceedings of the American Documentation 
Institute, I, pp„ 383-385, 
9 
correspondence" of the test scores between the subject expert and the sys-
tem specialist when judging the relevance of documents to questions0 The 
experiment was conducted on a preliminary basis using only a limited number 
of question-document pairs and only one subject expert and one system 
experts The author did state that future experiments would be conducted 
to further validate his conclusions,, 
Purpose of the Study 
Variation of relevance judgments due to a time factor was inves-
tigated in the experiment by Resnick and Savage0 The problem of varying 
relevance among individuals is still left to be investigated., To inves-
tigate this aspect and to attempt to provide answers to the questions 
presented earlier in this discussion^ an experiment was designed and 
conducted to measure the inter- and intra-group consistency of the judg-
ments of the relevancy of documents to specific questions by subject 
experts and non-experts. The goal sought was to design an experimental 
procedure of general utility, to develop valid statistical procedures 
for analyzing the data collected, and to perform a pilot experiment 
testing these procedures0 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Definitions of Variables 
The purpose of this study was to design and test an experiment 
to determine the intra- and inter-group consistency of relevance judg-
ments,, As indicated in Chapter I? there were many variables to be 
consideredo A definition of relevance and the related relevance cate-
gories should be agreed upon,, Were the retrieved documents to be com-
pared to other retrieved documents,, or were they to be evaluated on the 
basis of some predetermined criterion such as a search question? From 
what subject fields were the documents to be selected? What was to be 
the relationship of the document analysts to the subject fields? These 
variables and their definitions are given in the following paragraphs,, 
Since the purpose of this study was to examine intra- and inter-
group consistency^ the analysts within the groups^ the groups themselves 
and the search questions and retrieved documents must be considered as 
independent variables,. For relevance judgments to have meaning,, the 
subject field, an operational definition of relevance, and the estab-
lished relevance categories remained constant throughout the experiment,, 
Dependent upon the analyst was his set of value criteria and relation 
to the subject fieldo 
A "relevant document" was that document which, in the opinion of 
the analysts^ was of some interest with respect to the criterion of the 
search questiono This definition was operational and was dependent upon 
11 
the analysts who established their own set of valueso It was postulated 
that the operational understanding of relevance varied among analysts, 
and that such variations were reflected in an inconsistency of their 
relevance judgments., 
The apparent existence of relevance "degrees" has been mentioned 
above0 Since little work has been done to investigate human consistency 
of relevance evaluations, the simplest case when there were only two 
relevance classes -- relevant and not-relevant -- was considered for this 
studyo If other degrees were necessary to better characterize the nature 
of relevance, a method based on the disagreement distribution among the 
analysts was presented to define these degrees0 
It was necessary to consider samples from three populations^ 
(1) Analysts, (2) Search questions., and (3) Retrieved documents0 There 
were two groups of analysts0 Group A, the experts^ consisted of 14 
graduate students enrolled in the School of Aerospace Engineering at the 
23 24 
Georgia Institute of Technology0 Group B, the non-expertSc, con-
sisted of 14 graduate students of the School of Information Scienceo For 
identification purposes the members of each group were assigned three 
digit numbers (group A begins with "1" and group B a "2")o 
Twelve search questions in the subject fields of aerospace engi-
neering were formulated by the faculty and students of the School of 
Aerospace Engineering0 Nine of these questions were "answered" by the 
For a summary of definitions and symbols used in this discussion, 
see Appendix Ao 
24 
Those who were not engaged in the study or practice of aero-
space engineeringa 
12 
random selection of document abstracts (identified by document numbers 
prefixed with an "A" or "B") from Scientific and Technical Aerospace 
Reports (STAR)C The other three questions were submitted to the 
Defense Documentation Center (DDC)0 The "answering" document abstracts 
for these questions were randomly selected from the output received 
from the mechanical retrieval system,, It should be noted that the 
experiment did not require that the documents submitted to analysts 
for their judgment of relevance actually be retrieved answers to those 
questions^ on the contrary, matching of randomly selected documents 
with arbitrary questions removed any inconsistency that could have 
been induced into the document collection by previous judgments of 
indexerSo The effect of the two methods of document selection is 
examined later in the experimento 
Each set of numbered documents submitted in response to a parti-
cular question was presented individually to the analysts of the two 
groupSo (Recall that the documents were matched to the questions by 
both random selection from STAR and actual machine search by DDCo) Each 
analyst independently and without additional reference to other individuals 
or reference material marked every document relevant (R) or not-relevant 
(I) to the appropriate problem question, and recorded for each question 
the time necessary to make the decisions for the related documents,, 
When all sets of questions and documents were reviewed individually 
and independently by all members of both groups, a response matrix was 
prepared for each group and each question This matrix is of the form 
indicated by Figure 1„ 
13 
Documents 
D. D0 o o o D, „ o o D 
lq 2q jq mq 
A, 8,1 9, - o O O 9, . 0 O O 9, 
1 llq 12q ljq lmq 
A2 921q 922q ° ° ° 92jq ° ° ° 92mq 
i llq i2q ljq lmq 










Before continuing the discussion, it was necessary to define what 
was meant by the phrase "agreement in human judgment of relevance of docu-
ments to questionso" Each member of the groups (A and B) analyzed the 
documents to determine if they were relevant (R) or not-relevant (I) to a 
particular question. If, for the jth document, the qth question and either 
group the number of R°s, R0 , was not equal to the number of I's, I„ , 
(i0e0, R. / L ), then for that group, question, and document agreement 
among the analysts had occurred,, In other words, the analysts agreed 
that the document was either relevant or not relevant to the question,, 
For this experiment five hypotheses were tested0 The first hypo-
thesis consisted of one major hypothesis and a related hypothesise 
Hypothesis 1 
There is an equally likely chance for the members of a group (group 
A or B) to agree or disagree on the relevancy of documents to questions,, 
In other words, there is no agreement among the members of a group in 
their judgments of relevance of documents to questions0 
Data for Hypothesis 1 was obtained by testing the following related 
hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1-a 
There is an equally likely chance for a group to judge a document 
relevant (R) or not-relevant (I) to a question.. That is, there is no 
agreement among the members of a group in their judgments of relevance 
of document j, question q„ (For the remainder of this paper the nota-
tion Do is defined as "document j for question q0") 
jq 
If the results allowed the rejection of Hypothesis 1, it was 
15 
concluded that the members of the group in question could consistently 
agree on the relevance of a document to a question. On the other hand, 
if the hypothesis was not rejected, then members of the group did not 
exhibit the ability to consistently come to any agreement The degree 
to which the analysts agreed was measured by F -- the fraction of the 
members of group A who agreed on relevance judgments for all documents 
examined -- and by FD -- the fraction scores for group 30 
Hypothesis 2 
The fraction of agreement scores, F and F„, will be the same 
for the groups of experts and non-experts (i0e0, F. = F ) u 
Two additional tests were necessary to complete the comparison 
of group A to group Ba If the members of group A agreed that a docu-
ment was relevant to a question while the members of group B agreed that 
it was not-relevant, identical scores, F = F , would have little mean-
ing,, Thus, 
Hypothesis 3 
There is an equally likely chance for group A to agree or dis-
agree with group B on the relevancy of a particular document to a ques-
tion If p is the probability that group A and group B made the same 
n c 
relevance judgment for a document and p is the probability that the two 
c 
groups differ on relevance judgments for a document, then from Hypothesis 
3> pnc = pc = 2 " 
Hypothesis 4 
For the judgments that differ from one group to another, the pro-
bability that a document will be judged relevant to a question by group 
A and not-relevant by group B (pDT) is equal to the probability that a 
16 
document will be judged not-relevant to a question by group A and rele-
vant by group B (pTR)° 
Since several questions were answered by machine searches and the 
rest by the random matchings of documents to questions, it was worth-
while to consider the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 5 
The fraction of agreement scores will be the same for documents 
"retrieved" by random methods and mechanical search methods,, 
Data Analysis 
25 
The analysis of data collected employed the binomial test for 
Hypothesis 1-a and an approximation of this test by the normal distribu-
tion for Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 3j for Hypothesis 2 and 5 the 
26 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test was used5 and the McNemar Test for 
27 
the significance of changes was used to test Hypothesis 40 Hypothesis ls 
1-a, and 5 were tested for both groups A and B, 
Test 1 (Hypothesis 1-a) 
From the response matrix (see Figure l) for question q, the number 
of R's and I's were counted for document D. „ Since the analysts made 
their judgments without consulting any other references such as fellow 
students or reference works, each event of judgment was considered inde-
pendent o There were two possible choices (R or I) for each event 3 hence, 
from Hypothesis 1-a, the probability of either choice was p = p = l/20 
K 1 
25 
Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences, ppc 36 - 42„ 
26Ibid.» pp0 127 - 136, 
27Ibid0, pp0 63 - 670 
17 
Since Hypothesis 1-a assumed pR = p = l/2, the probability of 
observing x responses of the same type is 
P(x)-("XV§ (1.D 
where 
x ~ x:(N - x)l ( l o 2 ) 
and 
N = I. + R. (lo3) 
jq jq 
If x is the smaller of the number of observed relevant and not-relevant 
responses for D„ , then the probability that x is less than or equal to 




For a significance level of a, if p(x < k) < a. Hypothesis 1-a is to 
be rejected. In the pilot experiment a significance level of 0o05 was 
chosen permitting the scores F.jq and Fgjq (see Equation 4G3) to be in 
the low 70 per cent range before rejecting Hypothesis l-a<, For the num-
ber of observations contained in the experiment and for a = 0o05, it was 
observed that p(x < 3) < 0o05 permitting the rejection of Hypothesis 1-a 
when x was three or less* 
Test 2 (Hypothesis l) 
Since the purpose of Hypothesis 1 was to test whether the analysts 
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of a group agreed on more documents than they disagreed, the hypothesis 
assumed that p = p. = l/2n (p was the probability of not rejecting 
Hypothesis 1-a (i0e0p disagreement) and p„ was the probability of reject-
ing Hypothesis 1-a or agreemento) Since the number of documents analyzed 
in the pilot experiment, n, was much larger than 25 and from the assump-
tion of Hypothesis 1, the normal distribution approximated the binomialo 
The expression for this approximation was: 
x - np 
z = ° (2ol) 
A/^VT 
where x was the number of times Hypothesis 1-a was not rejected for the 
sample of documents analyzed (n = 202)0 For the significance level, 
a = 0o05, the rejection region was all values of x such that x < 88o If 
this hypothesis was rejected, the alternative, p < p, , indicated that the 
group was more likely to agree than disagree0 In other words, the group 
was consistent in their judgments of relevance0 Otherwise,, if the hypothe 
sis could not be rejected, the analysts of a group could not be expected 
to agree more than they disagree or that they were inconsistent in their 
relevance assessments,, 
Test 3 (Hypothesis 2) 
Before testing Hypothesis 2, the percentage scores indicating the 
fraction of the members of a group making the same judgments must be 
determinedo From Figure 1. when 0. . was R or I. q>. . was assigned 1 or 
0 respectively. Thus 
N 
!. = Y q>. . , j = l,2,o8o,m (4,1) 
jq Lm ljq ' ' ' J q i=l 
I. = N - R. o j = l92Sooocm (4„2) 
jq 3V q 
q = l ? 2 ? o o o 9 Q 
where N was the number of analysts in a group5, m was the total number 
of documents for question qs and Q was the total number of questionSo 
The expressions for group A weres 
x 100 s I, < R0 
jq ~ jq 
F.(jq) =\ (4o3) 
A ' I. 
- ^ x 100, R„ < I. 
jq jq 









Similar expressions were developed for group Bo 
The statistical test used was the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample 
Test which depended on the calculation of the maximum difference^, Ds 
28 
between the cumulative step functions of the two samples0 Let S , (x) 
be the function for group A and S (x) be the function for group Bo 
n £. 
28 
Siegelp op0 c i t o P p0 128o 
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S , Cx) was defined as 
nl 
S n l ( x ) - i (4 .6) 
1 
where K was the number of scores less than or equal to a particular 
agreement scores xs and n, = Q.j, the total number of questions analyzed 
by group A0 Similarly 
S 0(x) = — (407) 
n2 ru 
where K was the number of scores less than or equal to a particular 
agreement score,, x>? for n9 = QRS) the total number of questions analyzed 
by group Bc Since group A and group B assessed the same collection of 
questions and documents? n1 = n0 = Q0 (This condition was not necessary 
for this teste, for there were expressions available for the condition 
when n, / nno ) Since the alternative hypothesis (FA / F ) did not 
1 2 A D 
i n d i c a t e the d i r e c t i o n of any d i f f e r ence in the samples,, a two- t a i l ed 
t e s t was usedo The express ion for D was given by; 
D = maximum |S . (x) - S 0 { x ) | (4 08) 
ni nz 
Class intervals were chosen from 50 to 100 with a class length of fiveQ 
Ifj for the value of Q? the value of D was greater than or equal to a 
29 
critical value,, Kn9 obtained from a table of critical values,, then the 
hypothesis was rejected^ otherwise^ it cannot be rejected,, 
29Ibidop ppo 278-279c 
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Test 4 (Hypothesis 3) 
When comparing the judgments for the two groups, there were four 
possible results<> If the analysts of group A agreed that a document was 
relevant to the question, then either group B agreed that it was rele-
vant or judged it not-relevant0 These results were called R-=R and R~I 
respectivelyo Similarly, group A could agree that the document was not 
relevant and again group B had the possible choices of R or I» These 
two results were labeled I--R and I-I, respectivelyo From the hypothesis, 
p = p = o .9 there was an equally likely chance of change and no change 
in judgments for a particular documento The alternative was p < p 0 A 
c nc 
fourfold table was constructed in the following manners 
Classification of 
documents by group B 
Classification 
of documents by 
group A 
Figure 2o Sample Table for Judgment Differencesc 
where 
(1) S = number of documents judged relevant by group A and 
not-relevant by group BD 
(2) T = number of documents judged relevant by both groupso 
(3) U = number of documents judged not-relevant by both groupso 
(4) V = number of documents judged not-relevant by group A and 
relevant by group B0 
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From Hypothesis 3S the results that indicated a change were S and 
V„ Using the binomial test (see Test 1), let x = S + V and N = S+T + U + V, 
Since N was larger than 25 and P = l/2j the following approximation to 
30 
the normal distribution was used? 
x - NP /R .N 
z = ~ (5ol) 
A/NPQ 
The critical value of z with a = 0o05 was lo65o If the z calculated by 
equation 5„1 was greater than or equal to this critical value, the hypo-
thesis was rejected in favor of the alternative p < p 0 If the alter-
^ rc rnc 
native was true9 any occurring change would not be significanto Hence^ 
group A and group B could consistently agree on the relevancy of a par-
ticular document to a question 
Test 5 (Hypothesis 4) 
From Hypothesis 4? the values of interest were S and V (see Figure 
2)o The sampling distribution was given bys 
v 2 (|S - V| - I) 2 ... ., i 31 ( , . x 
X = A' c 1 y with df = lo (60I) 
2 
The critical values of x were obtained from a table such as that found 
32 2 
in Siegel's texto If the observed value of x obtained by Equation (6ol) 
was equal to or greater than the critical value of chi square shown in 
the table for the significance level (a = 0o05)j then Hypothesis 4 was 
30Ibido<, pp0 36 - 42D 
31Ibid03 p0 640 
32Ibid0, po 249o 
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rejected. This rejection would indicate that for the changes in judg-
ments from group A to group B, there was a significant tendency for a 
document to be judged not relevant by the members of group A and rele-
vant by the members of group B0 
Test 6 (Hypothesis 5) 
Data for testing this hypothesis were gathered by selecting at 
random 12 sets of 25 scores from the scores for those documents matched 
by random methods for group A0 These were paired with another 12 samples 
of 25 scores likewise selected from the scores for the documents matched 
by maching search techniques0 The Kolmogrov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test was 
applied to each sample in a manner similar to that described in Test 4C 
The alternative hypothesis was that the fraction of agreement scores was 
not the same for the two methods of document-question matchings0 
At this point an operational hypothesis was needed to examine the 
results of testing Hypothesis 5 for each of the samples. Since Hypothe-
sis 5 was either not rejected or rejected for each testing, the following 
hypothesis was mades 
Hypothesis 5-a 
If P is the probability of not rejecting Hypothesis 5, and P is 
the probability of rejecting it, the P = P = l/2o If Hypothesis 5-a 
r a 
could not be rejected, then no conclusions would be made for Hypothesis 
5o On the otherhand, if Hypothesis 5-a was rejected, the alternative 
P / P was accepted as true. If this was the case and the number of 
times that Hypothesis 5 was rejected, n , was greater than the number of 
times it was not rejected, n , then the agreement scores for the two 
document selection methods of Hypothesis 5 differed significantly for 
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the samples testedo Similarlys if n < n and the operational hypothesis 
x a 
was rejected^, it was concluded that the agreement scores of the two 
retrieval methods did not exhibit any significant differences0 This 
hypothesis (i0eOJ Hypothesis 5-a) was tested by the binomial test as dis-
cussed in Test 1 with x = n ifn < n 5 x = n i f n < n 9 N = 1 2 and 
a a r9 r r - ay 
P = l/2o 
Since the binomial test can be approximated by a normal distribu-
tion when the sample size is large and since there are expressions for 
testing hypotheses by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test when the 
33 
sample size is larger than 25? then the methods of this experimental 
procedure can be used to examine the properties of large sampleso 
Ibid09 p0 128o 
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CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
Verification of Experimental Hypotheses 
The judgments of relevance made by the analysts were collected, 
34 
keypunched into cards, and processed by computer to arrange them into 
35 
response matrices and to compute preliminary results0 The purpose of 
Chapter III is to describe the important properties of the data and to 
discuss the testing of the hypotheses of Chapter II0 
The first hypothesis considered was Hypothesis l-a„ If for a 
Of. 
particular group (A or B) and document D0 , R„ < 3 or I. < 3, K y K jq? jq - jq - 9 
Hypothesis 1-a was rejected for D, permitting the conclusion that pR / p 0 
The implication of this rejection was that the analysts did agree on the 
relevance of D. to question qD On the other hand, if Hypothesis 1-a were 
not rejected, then no conclusion could be made about any differences 
between pR and p 0 Hence, the members of the group could not necessarily 
be expected to come to any agreement on the relevance of D„ 0 As shown 
in Table 1, Hypothesis 1-a was not rejected 43 times for group A and 67 
34 
Appendix B discusses the computer program and includes a copy 
of ito 
35 
The response matrices for all questions are collected in 
Appendix C. 
T*his was the rejection region defined for Test 1„ 
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times for group B, The significance of these figures (i0e„, the times 
that Hypothesis 1-a was rejected) was tested by Hypothesis 1. 
The rejection region for Hypothesis 1 was established as all 
values of x < 88 where x was the number of times Hypothesis 1-a was not 
rejected for one group., From Table 1 the values of x for both groups 
were in the region? hence,, Hypothesis 1 was rejected for both groups 
implying in each case that p < p.» 
Degree of agreement for the groups of analysts was obtained by 
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evaluating Equations 4D3 to 4.5 for both groupSo Using the scores 
F.(q) and F^q), Hypothesis 2 was tested as described in Test 3o The 
cumulative step functions, S ,(x) and S Ax) $ and the differences, D, 
are given in Table 2, Since the largest difference, 3, was less than the 
critical difference, K = 7 for n. = n^ = 12, Hypothesis 2 was not 
rejected,, 
The relation between the agreement scores FA(q) and FR(q) can 
better be seen by examining Figure 30 The scores of group A were gen-
erally higher than those of group BQ Notice, that the graphs of the 
two groups deviate little from each other except for the documents 
obtained by machine searches (i0eOJ those documents for questions 5, 
7, and 8)„ 
By not rejecting Hypothesis 2, the indication was that there was 
no significant difference between the agreement scores of the two groups0 
37 
A summary of the results for Hypothesis 1-a are found in the 
response matrices collected in Appendix C0 
^"hese scores have been included in the response matrices of 
Appendix CQ 
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Table 10 Results of Testing Hypothesis 1-a for Both 
Groups and All Documents 
Times Times Not Times 
Group Tested Rejected Rejected 
A 202 43 159 
B 202 67 135 
Table 20 Cumulative Step Functions S . and S 0 
and Differences D 
Class Intervals in Percent 
100-96 95-91 90-86 85-81 80-76 
Snl(x) 
0 3 7 11 12 
Sn2(x) 0 0 5 8 9 
D 0 3 2 3 3 
Class Intervals in Percent 
(Continued) 75-71 70-66 65-61 60-56 55-50 
Snl(x) 12 12 12 12 12 
Sn2(x) 11 12 12 12 12 
D 1 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3o Fourfold Table Indicating Judgment Differences 
Between Group A and Group B0 
Judgments 
by Group A 
Judgments 
R 
by Group B 
I 
R 15 0 
I 31 144 
However, did the two groups of analysts judge each document the same way? 
For example, if group A agreed that a document was relevant to a ques-
tion, did group B make the same judgment? From Table 3 the groups 
judged a document differently only 31 times out of 190 or 16o3 per cent of 
39 the time0 For the 12 documents not accounted for in the table, at 
least one of the groups could not come to any agreement on the relevance 
of the document (i0eo, R„ = I. )„ With x = 31 and N = 190, the value of 
9 jq jq ' 
z from Equation 5ol was 9o20 The probability of z > 9°2 was virtually zero, 
permitting the rejection of Hypothesis 3o Hence, for those documents on 
which both groups could come to some agreement on the relevance, p < p 
The indication was that when both group A and group B could come to some 
agreement (ioe0, R„ / I. for both groups), groups A and group B could 
be expected to agree on the relevance of a document to a question 
If the groups differed in their judgment of a document could one 
difference be expected instead of another? From Table 3, there were no 
documents judged R by group A and I by group B, but there were 31 judged 
I by A and R by B0 Test 5 tested the assumption of Hypothesis 4 that 






i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 1 r 
2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 16 
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Figure 3. Average Agreement Scores Per Question. 
There were no questions with the numbers 1, 6, 12, and 14. 
30 
PRI = PIR° D a t a ^rom th*s exPerimervt allowed the rejection of this 
hypothesis in favor of the alternative PR, < PIRO Hence, if the groups 
differed on their judgments of the relevancy of a document to a ques-
tion, the difference expected would be an I judgment by A and an R 
judgment by Bc But this result is somewhat questionable since one of 
the responses, RI, had no occurrences,, 
The samples described for Test 6 were selected, tabulated, and 
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tested by the Kolmogrov-Smirnov Two-Sample Testo For group A, 
Hypothesis 5 was rejected only twice for the 12 sampleso When these 
results were tested by Hypothesis 5°a, the hypothesis was rejected in 
favor of the alternative P / P 0 Since n < n , the conclusion for 
a ' r r as 
Hypothesis 5 was that for group A no conclusions could be made concern-
ing any differences between agreement scores of the machine search docu-
ments and the randomly selected documents,, For group B, Hypothesis 5 was 
rejected for 11 of the samples, and in this case n was greater than n «, 
Thus, the agreement scores for the two methods of document selection 
would be expected to differ for group Be 
This concludes the discussion of the hypotheses presented in 
Chapter II0 The remainder of the chapter reviews those aspects of the 
experiment which may define fruitful areas for future study0 
Relevance Profile 
One of the conditions of this experiment was that a document was 
to be judged on the basis of two mutually exclusive relevance classes --
Appendix E contains the random samples for both groups and 
the cumulative step functions necessary for testing Hypothesis 5D 
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relevant or not-relevanto In view of the questions as to the true 
nature of relevance, this condition may not be valido If so, it was 
expected that the experimental data might indicate the possible existence 
of other relevance classes? this would be determined as mentioned earlier 
from an analysis of the disagreement among the analystSo 
Since every document reviewed by the 14 analysts of each group 
was evaluated as relevant (R) or not-relevant (l), there was the possi-
bility of having from 0 to 14 R judgments for any one documento From 
the conditions of Hypothesis 1-a, if no more than three analysts judged 
a document relevant, the document was classified as not-relevanto Like-
wise, if at least 11 analysts within a group agreed that a document was 
relevant, the document was said to be a member of the relevant class0 
If, however, from four to ten analysts judged a document relevant, then 
from Hypothesis 1-a it could not be concluded that pR / pTi hence, these 
documents were not considered as members of either of the defined rele-
vance classeso These intermediate values of R judgments were examined 
for the possible existence of additional relevance classes0 
From the experimental data the frequency for which no members of 
a group judged a document relevant was foundo Similar frequency counts 
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were made for the number of R judgments from one to 140 A relevance 
profile for the collection of documents and analysts under investigation 
was found by plotting a frequency distribution for the number of R judgments 
per documento Since the relevant and not-relevant classes were defined 
over several values of R judgments (0, 1, 2, and 3 for I| and 11, 12, 13, 
and 14 for R), the frequencies of such R judgments were considered 
HThese frequency counts and the computed relative frequencies 
have been collected into Appendix Fo 
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collectively and plotted only once, with the not-relevant class at the 
left end of the distribution and the relevant class at the righto The 
frequencies of the R judgments of the defined classes (R and I for this 
experiment) were noted and the class with the minimum frequency was 
said to define a threshold 0O For example, if the frequency of the R 
class was 14 and that of the I class was 35, a 9 of 14 was defined by 
the R classo The intermediate frequencies which exceeded 9 indicate the 
probable existence of additional relevance classes0 
The relevance profile of Group A for the entire document collee-
43 
tion was plotted in Figure 40 9 in this instance was 11 which was estab-
lished by the relevant relevance classo The point designated as 1 
exceeded 9, indicating the probable need for the additional relevance 
class of "maybe not relevant0" Figure 5 presented another profile for 
group A, but in this case only the collection of machine searched documents 
was considered^ The threshold of seven was larger in all cases than the 
intermediate frequencies,, Thus, the original classes of relevant and 
not-relevant were sufficient in this case0 
The profile of group B for all documents (Figure 6) was similar 
to that shown in Figure 5 which indicated that the pre-established rele-
vance classes were probably sufficiento Group B°s profile for the 
machine searched documents (Figure 7) was somewhat different than the 
otherso Points 1 and 2 showed the probable need for the additional 
relevance classes of "maybe not relevant" and "maybe relevant" respec-
tively0 
43 
A profile is not included for the randomly selected documents 
of either group for their profiles are similar to that of all the 
documents of the collection 
33 
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Figure 7. Relevance Profile of Group B for the 
Machine Retrieved Document Collection. 
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The relevance profile also defined a frequency distribution for 
the number of R judgments per document Relative frequencies were used 
since they were in fact empirical probabilities used to estimate the pro-
bability of having a given number of analysts judge any document of the 
collection relevant to a given set of questions0 If these probabilities 
were known for the collection of documents of an information system, then 
for a given set of questions, it would be possible to predict what frac-
tion of the system users would agree that a document was relevant„ For 
the analysts, questions, and documents of this test, the frequency distri-
butions were defined by Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 with 
the relative frequencies shown on the right ordinate scaleQ 
Assessment Times 
As the analysts reviewed and judged the relevance of the documents, 
they were asked to record for each question the time necessary to make 
44 
the required judgmentSo The times were recorded for each question 
and an average time was obtained for each questions By dividing the 
average time per question by the number of documents per question, the 
average time per document for that question was obtainedo From Figure 8 
notice that the members of group A could always make their judgments 
quicker than the members of group BQ This appeared understandable since 
the non-experts of group B were not expected to be as familiar with the 
subject field as the experts of group A and thus were likely to require 
more time to acquire an understanding of the document contents before 
making a judgment*. 
44 
The times that the analysts took to make their judgments are 
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Figure 8. Judgment Time Per Document for Each 
Question and Group. 
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An interesting result can be seen by examining Figure 9 where the 
average times per document were plotted against the number of documents 
per question,, For both groups as the number of documents per question 
increased, the time per document also increased until a maximum time was 
reached at 15 documents per question0 In the interval from 16 to 25 
documents per question, the average time per document was generally 
decreasingo It appeared,, then,, that if no more than 15 document abstracts 
per question were submitted to a group of analysts for examination and 
assessment of relevance9 the analysts would tend to spend more time per 
document abstract as the number of abstracts per question increased,, 
However, if more than 15 abstracts were included with each question, 
the analysts would spend less time per abstracto 
~i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Number of Documents/Question 
Figure 9. Judgment Time Per Document Vs Number 
Documents Per Question. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this experiment was twofold? (l) To design an 
experimental procedure for testing inter- and intra-group consistency 
of judgments of the relevancy of documents to specific questions by sub-
ject experts and non-experts, and to develop valid statistical procedures 
for analyzing the data collected? and (2) to perform a pilot experiment 
testing these procedures., 
An experimental procedure with the following constraints was 
designed to test the inter- and intra-group consistency of relevance 
judgments* 
(1) only two groups of document analysts (experts and non-
experts) were used; 
(2) relevance was understood such that a document was judged 
either relevant or not-relevant to a question? 
(3) the search questions were formulated by the members of the 
expert group? 
(4) the documents were matched with the search questions both 
by random selection from an abstract journal (STAR) and by machine 
searches by the Defense Documentation Center0 
The statistical procedures for testing the hypotheses were of 
general utility under the experimental constraints and produced consistent 
results for both classes of experimental data,, 
The conclusions and implications of the experimental hypotheses 
and data were: 
(1) From Hypothesis 1, the members of both groups could con-
sistently agree on the relevance of documents to questions., 
(2) The consistency of judgments by group B did not differ sig-
nificantly from that of group A0 
(3) The method of document selection (ioeOJ random and machine 
matching of documents to questions) did not generally affect the degree 
of agreement of group A, but for group B the results of testing Hypothesi 
5 indicated that the agreement scores for the two selection methods 
differed significantly., From Figure 3, the scores for the random 
searches were in every case lower than those for the machine matched 
documents,. 
(4) If the groups differed on their judgments of the relevance 
of a document, testing of Hypothesis 4 indicated that the difference 
expected would be an I judgment by group A and an R judgment by group 
B for D. o 
(5) Since F < F., group A was more sure of their judgments of 
relevance than group B. 
(6) From Figure 9, the time required for the analysts of group A 
to make their assessments of relevance was, on the average, less than 
that of the analysts of group BD 
(7) As shown by the relevance profiles, the preestablished rele-
vance classes (relevant and not-relevant) were sufficient in two cases, 
one for group A and the other for group Bj but in the other two cases 
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considered, group B required two intermediate relevance classes where group 
A required at most one, 
(8) Also from the relevance profiles, the optimum conditions for 
assessing the relevance of documents to questions would be to require 
subject experts to assess machine retrieved documents on the basis of 
the two mutually exclusive relevance classes -- relevant and not-relevant, 
Recommendations 
This experiment was just a beginning in investigating the nature 
of human relevance assessments of documents,, The experimental procedure 
was tested only by a pilot experiment from which some preliminary con-
clusions concerning the characteristics of relevance assessments and the 
properties of relevance were reachedo Due to the nature of statistics, 
these conclusions were restricted to the conditions of the pilot testo 
Since the data analysis uncovered several important aspects which were 
45 
worthy of further study, the following suggestions seem worthwhile: 
(1) The pilot experiment should be repeated with the same 
analysts, questions, and documents with the new relevance classes as 
defined by the relevance profiles, 
(2) The experiment should be repeated on a wider scope to 
include: 
aQ larger groups of analysts 
b<, analysts with various levels of education and training 
in the subject fields 
These suggestions do not extend beyond the boundaries of this 
experiment, since many other areas of future study and experimentation 
have been previously described in other literature, 
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c« analysts with different degrees of interest and rela-
tionship to the subject field and to the search questions 
do a wide variety of subject fields 
e„ different forms of document surrogates and total text 
(3) The "relative frequency" hypothesis presented in Chapter III 
must be investigated to determine its validity,, 
(4) In future experiments valuable information could be obtained 
from post-analysis conferences with the analysts to determine the proper-
ties of the documents, questions, and subject field that prompted the 
analysts to make their respective assessments0 
(5) To make future experiments more realistic, the documents 




The following is a summary of the important notations used 
throughout the text» 
A - a group of subject experts 
B - a group of non-experts in a given subject area 
q - a question 
i - an analyst 
j - a document 
D. - document j submitted with question q 
jq 
N - the number of analysts 
Q - the total number of questions analyzed by group A 
QR - the total number of questions analyzed by group B 
m - the total number of documents submitted with question q 
9.. - the response (R or I) of analyst i to document j, 
x:)q question q 
q>. . - 1 when 9. . is R and 0 when 0. . is I 
ijq ljq ijq 
R - response assigned to D. when judged by an analyst relevant 
to question q JC| 
I - response assigned to D. when judged by an analyst rele-
vant to question q ^ 
R. - total number of relevant responses (R) for a group (A or B) 
J q and D. 
JQ 
I. - total number of not-relevant responses (I) for a group 
j q (A or B) and D. 
jq 
FA(jq) - the fraction of the members of group A who agreed on the 
relevancy of D. to q 7 jq M 
Fn(jq) - same as F (jq) except for group B 
D A 
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F (q) - the fraction of the members of group A who agreed on the 
relevance judgments for q 
FD(q) - same as F (q) except for group B 
D A 
F - the fraction of the members of group A who agreed on 
relevance judgments for Q 
F - same as F except for group B 
p - the probability that group A and group B made the same 
relevance judgments for a document 
p - the probability that group A and group B differed on 
relevance judgments for a document 
P T - the probability that a document was judged R by A and 
R I I by B 
PTD - the probability that a document was judged I by A and 
I R R by B 
p - the probability of not rejecting Hypothesis 1-a 
p. - the probability of rejecting Hypothesis 1-a 
n - the number of times that Hypothesis 5-a was not rejected 
n - the number of times that Hypothesis 5-a was rejected 
P - the probability of not rejecting Hypothesis 5 
3 
P - the probability of rejecting Hypothesis 5 
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APPENDIX B 
The computer program written in ALGOL 60 for implementation on 
the Burroughs B-5500 computer provided instructions for sorting the raw 
data and for arranging the data and preliminary results into response 
matrices* The functions of the program have been explained by means of 
a brief flow chart and comment statements designated by a n%n which are 











































PROGRAM INPUT* T 
THE READ STATEME 












R * L 1 * L 2 * L 3 * L 4 , L 5 , L 6 * L 7 * L 8 * L 9 * S T * L 1 0 * L 1 1 * L 1 2 * L 1 3 * L 1 4 * 
L16*Ll7*L26*L26A*L26B*L27*L27A*L28*L28A*L29*L30*L31* 
L33*PR*L40*L4l*L42*L4 3J 
OLLOWING LIST AND FORMAT STATEMENTS ARE FOR 
T FOR INPUT CARDS CAN BE FOUND BY EXAMINING 
THESE LISTS AND FORMATS, AN EXPLANATION OF 
FOLLOWS! 
TTQT1] AND TTQC21 - TOTAL QUESTIONS FOR GROUP A AND 
8 RESPECTIVELY 
TODCKpJl - TOTAL DOCUMENTS FOR GROUP J CJ»1*2) QUEST 
DQC[K*N*JJ - DOCUMENT NUMBERS 
I N T C H - THE LOWER CLASS BOUNDARIES FOR TESTING 
HYPOTHESIS 2 
NTCI] AND D U J - THE SAMPLE S U E AND CRITICAL VALUES 
RESPECTIVELY FOR TESTING HYPOTHESIS 2 
TTAfll AND TTA[21 - TOTAL ANALYSTS FOR GROUP A AND G 
B RESPECTIVELY 
ANCI#J] - ANALYST NUMBERS FOR GROUP J CJ=1*2) 
QUE[I*J3 - QUESTION NUMBERS 
GR* ANAp Q - THIS IS FOR INPUT OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
GR IS THE GROUP (A OR B ) * ANA THE ANALYST N 
* AND Q THE QUESTION NUMBER 
JUDCN3 - THE R OR I JUDGMENTS FOR A PARTICULAR GR, A 
AND Q 
% NACI,T3 AND VVCI>T] - THE SAMPLE SIZE AND CRITICAL VALU 
% FOR BINOMIAL TEST, T«l FOR TWO TAIL) T*2 FOR O 
% TAIL TESTc LIST LT29(TTQ[n*TTQC2])J 
LIST LT30CFOR J<-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR K*l STEP 1 UNTIL 
TTQCJ] DO TODCK*J])l 
LIST L T 3 H F O R J*l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR K<-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 
TTQ[J] DO FOR N + i STEP 1 UNTIL TODtKpJ] DO DOC[IO NpJ ] ) J 
LIST LT32CF0R 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO INTCIl)* 
LIST LT33(NTCn#0[l3)l 
LIST LT50(TTAin#TTA[23); 
LIST LT51CF0R J<-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 
TTACJ] DO ANtI#J])l 
LIST LT52CF0R J<-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 
TTQCJ] DO QUECI*J]H 
LIST L T 1 C G R P A N A * Q ) J 
LIST LT34CF0R N«-l STEP l UNTIL TODCKpJ] DO JUDCN1)J 
LIST L T 6 0 ( N A C I P T ] * V V C I * T ] ) ) 












% THE NEXT SECTION OF PROGRAM CONSISTS OF FORMATS AND PROCEDURES TO 
* PRINT THE RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS PERFORMED BY THIS PROGRAM* THE 
* PROCEDURES HAVE THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS: % HEAD AND HEADC - PRINTS THE HEADING AND CONTINUED 
* HEADING GIVING GROUP AND QUESTION NUMBER 
% RR(R,C) - PRINTS THE R AND I RESPONSES 
% SUM(8,C) - PRINTS R ( J P Q ) AND H J , Q ) 
* AGS(3#C) - PRINTS THE AGREEMENT SCORES F> F(Q)>AND 
% F (J#Q) 
% H13(3,C) - PRINTS THE RESULTS OF TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1-




FORMAT FM3A("GROUP A M/"QUESTION"*X2* 12)J 
FORMAT FV 'BC"GROUP B"/"QUESTION"#X2>12 ) J 
FORMAT FM4(/X30* W00CUMENT NUMBERS"/)' 
IF j»l THEN WRITE(LINE^FM3A,UT2) ELSE WRITECLIN£,FM3B* 
LT2)J WRITE(LINE*FM4)J 




FORMAT FM3AC"GROUP A"/ MQUESTI0N"*X2* 12*" - CONTINUED"), 
FORMAT FM3B("GROUP B W/"QUESTlnN">X2*12," - CONTINUED")* 
FORMAT FM4(/X30*"D0CUMENT NUMBERS"/)* 
IF Jsl THEN WRITECLINE*FM3A,L T 2) ELSE WRITEC LlNE#TM3B# 
LT2)J WRITECLINE#FM4>; 
END OF HEADC; 
PROCEDURE RR(BfC)^ INTEGER B,CJ 
BFGIN 
INTEGER I,N; 
LIST LT3CFOR N + C STEP 1 UNTIL B DO DOCtK>N*Jl) J 
LIST LT4ACANCI*Jl#FOR N*C STEP i UNTIL B DO M A U * N P K 3 ) ; 
LIST LT4B(ANU*J3>FOR N*C STEP t UNTIL B DO M B U * N P K ) ) ; 
FORMAT FM5("ANALYST%X2>13(A4pXl))J 
FORMAT F M 6 ( X 2 * I 3 f X 6 * 1 3 ( A I P X 4 ) ) ; 
WRITE(LINE>FM5*LT3); WRiTECLINEPDASH1)*" FOR 1*1 STEP 1 
UNTIL TTACJ] DO IF Jsl THEN WRITE<LINE#FM6,LT4A) ELSE 
WRITE(LINE>FM6*LT4B)J 
END OF RRCB*C>* 
PROCEDURE SUMCB*C)j INTEGER B,CI 
BEGIN 
LIST LT2CF0R N«-C STEP 1 UNTIL B DO BT[K»N,I3)J 
LIST LT1CFOR N*C STEP 1 UNTIL B DO AT[KpN,l3)J 
FORMAT FM3("ICJ*Q)%X4>13CI2*X3))* 
FORMAT FM2C"RCJ, Q ) % X4> 1 3C 12* X3 ) ) J 
WRITF.(LINE*DASH1)I IF J*l THEN BEGIN 1*2) WRITECLINE* 
F M 2 * L T D ; 1*31 WRITE(LINE>FM3,LT1)J WR I TEC LINE* DASH 1 ) 
END ELSE BEGIN X<-2J WR ITECL INE* F M 2 P L T 2 ) J 1*3) WRITEC 
LINE#FM3*LT2);W«ITE(LINE,DASH1)I ENDI 
END OF SUM(B*C)J 
PROCEDURE AGSCB>C); INTEGER B#C) 
BEGIN 
LIST LT4ACF0R N*C STEP 1 UNTIL B DO AACK>N3)J 





FORMAT FM4C WF C J#Q ) % X2» 1 3( F4, t , X 1) )* 
FORMAT FM6C"F ( Q )">X 1 0* F4 91 ) } 
FORMAT FM8(«F »,X13*F4.1)J 
IF J=i THEN WRITFCLINE*FM4*LT4A) ELSE WR ITECIINE*FM4 
LT4B}I WRITE(LINE,DA$H1>; IF B=T0O[K,J3 THEN BEGIN I 
J«l THEN WR1TECLINE*FM6,LT5A) ELSE WRI T E C U N E * F M 6 * L T 
W R I T F C L I N E P D A S H I ) ; IF K*TQtJ] THEN BEGIN IF J»l THEN 
WRITF(LINE*FM8>LT6A) ELSE WRITE(LINE,FM8*LT6B)I WRIT 
LINE^DASHl)) END* END) 
END OF A G S C B p O ) 
PROCEDURE H 1 3 ( B # 0 ; INTEGER B#C> 
BEGIN 
LIST LT4ACF0R N*C STEP 1 UNTIL B DO REJACK*N])J 
LIST LT48CF0R N«-C STEP 1 UNTIL B DO R E J B C K P N ] ) ) 
FORMAT FM4C WHYP 1-A", X4, 1 3C 11» X4) > * 
IF J=l THEN W R I T E ( L I N E P F M 4 P L T 4 A ) ELSE WRITECLINE>F 
LT4B)I WRITE(LINE*0ASH1)J WRITECLINE,DASH6)IWRITE 
CPAGE])) 
END OF H I 3 C B , C > * 
O C E O U R E HY P 2 I 
REGIN 
TEGER I I 
ST LTKFOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO CACI))1 
ST LT4CLD) * 
ST LT2CF0R 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO C B m ) J 
ST LT3CF0R 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO DABtH)* 
RMAT FM2(X10p"GR0UP B"*X6,IOCI1»X53/)I 
RMAT F M 1 ( X 1 0 P * G R 0 U P A%X6P10(11*X55 ) J 
RMAT FM3(Xl0p"A - B»%X8*IOC 1lpX5) ) I 
RMAT FM8C//X10*MTHE LARGEST DIFFERENCE I S " P I 2 ) I 
RMAT FM4CX29,"HYPOTHESIS 2 IS NOT REJECTED") I 
RMAT FM5CX29, "HYPOTHESIS 2 IS REJECTED**)* 
RMAT FM6CX44,"HYPOTHESIS 2"/)l 
RMAT FM7CX10,"PERCENT 100-96 95-91 90*86 85-81 80-76 75-
5-61 60-56 55*50"/) I 
W R I T E C L I N E P F M 6 ) I 
WRITECLINE*FM7) J 
WRITECLINEJ»FM1,LT1)) 
W R I T E C L I N E P F M 2 P L T 2 ) I 
W R I T E ( L I N E P F M 3 P L T 3 ) I 
WRITECLINECDBLl)^ 
W R I T E C L I N E P F M 8 P L T 4 ) I 
IF G = 0 THEN W R I T E C L I N E P F M 5 3 
ELSE WRITE(LINE»FM4)J 
END OF HYP2* 
THE PROCEDURE REJECT HAS THE VALUE OF 0 IF HYPOTHESIS 1-A IS N 
REJECTED AND 1 IF IT IS REJECTED, 
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J £ M M y W _ I O O Q *— — 
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r-i r—i ""^ CO * ^ It U i 
M M * W O " . i C I 
»-» »-i V t/5 * r-i I— 
I - O w O f f l T L 
Z V 0 < v * H ( \ ] 
« c o a: ac II -^ 
J— .^J ••* ••> H «^ D u " s " 5 CV 
U U 4- 4- U O O Z U V 




< C D < 
O O l*» 
CMOJ CJ 
c o a o 
CM CM m 
•H w CM •• ev •-• 
**> co **> or J * <j" 
_ i _ i _ J a . - j _ i - J - J 
APPENDIX C 
This appendix contains the response matrices for each question 
for both groups of analystSo Each matrix shows the R and I responses by 
analyst to each document; the R, and I. totals and the values of 
Equations 4„1 to 405 where applicable,, When one of these equations 
evaluated to 100,0, the symbol »****» appeared in the matrix0 A "1" 
recorded for "HYP 1-A" implied that Hypothesis 1-a was rejected for a 




NALYST B4?0 8910 8200 8460 B220 B58O B600 A580 A410 A550 B770 A570 
101 t R 
102 I I 
103 I I 
104 I I 
105 R I 
106 R R 
107 I R 
108 I I 
109 T R 
110 T I 
111 I R 
112 T R 
113 T R 




















(J*Q) 85,7 50.0-**** 92,9 85,7 **** 57.1 85,7 **** 92,9 57,1 **** 
YP 1-A 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
GROUP A 
QUESTION 7 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUMBERS 
ANALYST A2t0 A970 
101 1 R 
102 ] I 
103 1 r R 
104 ] f I 
105 1 f R 
106 ] [ I 
107 r R 
108 ] [ I 
109 i [ I 
110 ) t I 
111 r i 
112 r i 
113 r i 
114 r R 
R(J#Q) 0 5 
KvUQ) 14 9 
F CJ*Q) **** 64,3 
F (Q) 84*8 
HYP 1-A 1 0 







































































(J#Q) **** 92.9 78,6 78,6 92,9 85.7 71,4 85,7 **** 92,9 92.9 92,9 
YP 1-A 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
GROUP A 
QUESTION 3 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUMBERS 
ANALYST A600 A720 A800 
101 R I 
102 I I 
103 I R 
104 I I 
105 R R 
106 I I 
107 I I 
108 I I 
109 I R 
110 I I 
111 I I 
112 I R 
113 I I 
114 I I 
R<vl,Q) 2 4 0 
IU*9) 12 10 14 
F (J#Q) 85,7 71,4 **** 
F (Q) 85,7 
HYP 1-A l 0 1 
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1 «-l co | 
»* 1 
i e «r • 
«H 1 
i m O 1 
1 CM CV 1 
«-' V 
I a •sr 1 
«~< 1 
i *^ fO 1 
*-» 1 
1 »H ro | 
«-* 1 
1 O ao 1 
1 O <r I 
»-» I 
1 O •or i 
*-» i 
1 O <r I 
«-4 I 
1 CM CV 1 
«-« 1 
§ *-* «•""» 1 
t O) a> i 
1 % •k i 
1 -> -> f 
1 v-» *** t 
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* 1 O 











% 1 *•% 
-> 1 Of 
<* t w 








ALYST DUO 0250 D700 0120 Di70 0720 0400 0320 0270 0240 0880 
J,0> 



















































<z »-< ae• »-* ar tr a: a: a: oe a: cr ce a: 
cr •-f »-i K K *—' ar »— *-* •—i »~i . »—' 
l-l t-.|- t|-»Q: M K- 4l-4»-t»-4»-<l-«l-* 
ar *-< a: »-i a: ac *— *-* -r cr 
ec 
a: 
£t M M M M Ct tt •—* •—4 •—• »—i OC •"•'•-< 
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X t-i i-* 
Q ^ H H M M O I ^ H N H H H H H 










O O o o 
in o 
o o o o 
O ^ W O f l ' 
1 CM CM • 
1 «*•" 
1 or C 1 
«-t 0 
I o «r I 
«H 1 
I «-t CO S 
«-! | 
I <°. 00 • 
CO 1 
«-» t 
1 CM CM I 
w | 
1 <r O t 
*-» 1 
1 N- N. 1 
I CM CM 1 
«~* 1 
1 O «fr 1 
«-t B 
i m «H I 
«H | 
I «o CC 1 
i *"+ o 1 
1 Q Of 1 
1 % •k 1 
t -> -> 1 
1 *•** v-» 1 
i cr •—* 1 
1 
K. • 

































































^ i <r i 
<3f 1 I I 
% 1 «-* l 
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w I a. i 
1 >- i 













































o »-• - * «/> 
0 L * - >-3 10 - j 
O U <: 
cr r> z 
oo> <c 
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c r c T H H a c c M M M i r M M D c a : 
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1 * 1 





1 o 1 
I N- N- 1 • 1 1 O 1 




1 o 1 





1 o • 1 N- N» 1 • 1 O 1 
1 o 1 
1 in 1 
1 1 o 
1 fO t « i in c* 1 • 1 O 1 O 1 










1 <»% • <c 1 i *-^ ^% t <3 1 1 1 
1 9 9 1 • • t <*>• 1 «-4 • 
• *, % 1 *-> 1 as i 1 -> ~> • v • <-* i a. • 1 v> w 1 1 >- i 
1 Q ; M 1 U 1 U 1 X 1 
ROUP A 
UESTION 8 
DOCUMENT N U H R E R S 
NALYST D780 0600 0530 D8l0 D280 0150 0440 D6l0 0660 D830 036 
101 R R R R R R R R R 
102 I H R R R R 
103 I R R I I 
104 I R R R I 
105 R R R R R 
106 R R « R R R R 
107 R R R R I 
108 I R R R R I 
109 I I R R I 
110 I R R R I 
111 R R R R R I 
112 R R T R R I 
113 I R R R R I 
114 I R R R R I 
(J#Q) 2 6 0 13 5 14 13 2 2 4 0 
(J#Q) 12 8 14 1 9 0 1 12 12 10 14 
CJ*Q) 85.7 57,1 **** 92.9 64.3 **** 92,9 85.7 85,7 71.4 *** 
(Q) 85. 7 









































F CJ>Q) 85,7 92,9 **** #*** 78.6 **** **** 92.9 * * * • * * # * 92.9 7 
F (Q) 92,9 
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S i 
1 ! * t 
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S «-« 1 1 * e 
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N» i 
t CV CM 1 • i M | 
1 * - • 1 if\ i 
\ ao i 
i 
o i 
1 O »< I 1 • i TH 1 
I •—, 1 CO • 
t N - i 
i 
I * i 
1 O -rt t * i w~: | 
1 «-< 1 ( * f 
1 * i 
i 
* t 
1 O -ST 1 * • • « - * 1 
1 *-» I * i 
* i 
i 
i m s 
i i n o i o i O 1 
I ^f- i 
1 O i 
t 
o s 
I M > fO 1 • 1 *— 1 




: >̂ 1 <r f 
i *•* *"*» i o» 1 I t 
1 Of GB 1 % 1 *M | 
1 * * 1 1 - > 1 
1 - > " > 1 *-» 1 a. i 
1 v / W | 1 >- i 
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» • * CM 1 *—. t~-> • - « »—i * - H • — < • *—' • — • t—* 1—l *~ •—' •—! H H •C ; t 1 * « T 





* <c 1 
~sr. 1 
o V— 1 • r*i <L 
i - t %n 1 >̂ #~* 1 Of f 
a. H- > - • 1 «-« OJ en • « • i n vO K- CO o o « - t CM r n «r c» CS • % «-) 
3 V1) _J 1 o o o o o O o o o • H i •-4 • - 4 « - l • - 4 «. % • ~> o y <C 1 »-• w * «-* « - t »-* •"* «-* • • 4 » • * • H • H I •-» *-* *-* ~ > - > 1 -̂* a. £E 3 Z 1 \^ ̂ */ 1 >-to a» <t 1 ac »-Hl 1 Uu X 
OUP A 
ESTION 11 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUH^LRS 















B a » a » a » a > a « a a a » « 
< J , G ) * 
mmmm»mmmm 
CO) 
B U B * * « « • ! > 
YP 1-A 
14 
• » • • « • 











l W « *S *» (34 ! 
9 ? e 9 
• *a DS fui a»~* »w i ' «p «» a» « m R? ® ' 
I R T 
I I I 
I I I 
i R I 
I R I 
H R I 
I R I 
I K 1 
K R T 
I a i 
I K I 
T * I 
I I i 
rt i i 
< • • « « > - - - - » • - * 
3 10 0 
11 4 14 
3 7 , 2 
3 U U 1 U 
9 14 H 13 14 
6 4 * .H + * * * * * * * 9 2 . 9 * * * * 7 3 , 6 7 8*6 7 1 , 4 * * * * 
l w w « m K « a a « j w « v * w « » * i a i f f « ( B « t i i i p a i n V . y c « M ( [ ! i R * « i i * t s a f « B « * « B a a i 
«* «* d* j-? «a itfr ^ •&«»«»* *»« * ^ i a ^ « « v w a W 9 3 i i i « w i a i t * « r « w « ; f « « i a Q a a ' 4 » W f P W « 9 i » « B « i i « « « i m i « w 
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m 0 1 x *~; »— •—i ar £>• K-S •—r f-W •—i 1 — f .Cr.. ty- Or. fv. f̂ ~ 1 0 8 O 8 










*X B B I 
z. B 8 B 
o !— | B *-•» B <E B 
•-« t/> • /-* <^v B • 3 1 I B 
0 L » - > - 1 • - 4 CM f O <* m O K. CO Ov O » - f CM m <r 0 o» 1 • 1 1 w B 
3 t / > - J 1 0 O 0 0 0 O O O O «-» •-» «r - l V * »-« .̂ «k B n B B 
o u « f 1 "> -> B v ^ • OU • 
a: 3 2 1 • » * » v-» B B >- 1 
cao «st 1 QC •—< 8 U . 8 X B 
OUP A 
ESTION 13 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUMBERS 























































1 1 • 1 I i 
1 B 8 
1 • • 
1 1 • 
• 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 8 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 e 
1 1 I 
1 1 i 
1 1 I 
O 1 1 * • CM 1 1 O <r 1 * • 1 «-t 1 
~*- 1 «-4 1 * • <X 1 1 * i 1 I i 
O 1 1 * • CM 1 1 O • s * I * i 1 «~i 1 CO I » - t 1 * i <X 1 B * i 
1 1 • 
O 1 I * i i n i •—< »- i o «r t * i 1 *-t 1 CM 1 •* -« B * • <t 1 1 * i 1 1 i 
O 1 • * i 
O 1 »—« •—« 1 o * t 9 * • ' *~t 1 O 1 •-* i * • <T 1 I * t 1 1 i 
O 1 1 * • O 1 © •«r I * i wt I i n i •«-« 1 * i 
< i 1 * i 
• 1 i O 1 1 K. i 
«r i CM CM 1 » i «—1 I »-.: t » - 4 1 m i 
« * 1 1 <x> i 
1 t i 
O 1 1 s- i 
CV 1 l—l V >~H rv cv 1 • i wH | sO t «-H I J ^ i 







«f 1 o • • . * I * t T-t | O 1 <F-» 1 * i 00 i I • * i 
1 1 i © 
o t S * i • i 00 1 o « t I * i i n i W-t | en i »-« 1 * i O I 
CD I 1 * i 1 • • O 1 1 o t 
CV 1 cr »-* •-* »-+ ac Oc: CK a: a ac at tr ac ac. i w l CO 1 • • 1-1 1 O 1 «-• 1 oo i 
CD 1 1 K. • 1 1 t 
1 1 • 
*— 1 1 r% • <C 1 t/J 1 *•% rs 1 at 1 1 1 




NALYST B3iO 8860 8490 A.950 B400 6890 8?80 A760 B390 A930 A02 
101 H I R R R 
102 I r I 
103 T I I 
104 J I I 
105 R (->,' <R ft 
106 K •ri R 
107 H I 
108 I I 
109 I I 
no I I 111 I I 
112 I I 
113 I I 
114 * I I 
(J,Q) 0 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 
(J,Q) 14 13 10 12 14 14 14 H 11 13 13 
(J*Q) **** 92,9 71.4 8b.7 **** **•* **** **•* 78,6 92,9 92, 
87p6 
YP 1-A 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ROUP A 
UESTION 16 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUM^LRS 
NALYST 9 6 9 3 B 3 8 2 8 6 7 i . 8 9 8 0 . 8 9 2 0 4 ^ 4 0 A 5 2 0 A 2 6 0 A 5 4 0 B 9 5 0 B18 
101 T R 1 T i 1 R I I K R ) 
102 T I I f I I I I i R ] 
103 T I T 1 I I I I i I 1 
104 V I I I T I I * i R 3 
105 T R I I I R I T R R 1 
106 t I I T I I I H I R 1 
107 T R I I I R I T R R 1 
108 | I I I I I I I I R 1 
109 T R I f I p T I I R 1 
110 T R I i I I T I I R ] 
111 t I I I f I I T I R 1 
112 T I I I I R I T I R ] 
113 T R I I I I I I I R 
114 T I J I I I 1 i I R 
(J ,Q) 0 6 0 0 0 5 0 1 3 13 0 
CJ>Q) 1<t 6 J ft 14 14 9 14 1H 11 i 14 
( J » Q ) *****•> 7 . 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * 6 4 , 3 * * * * 9 2 . 9 7 8 . 6 9 2 * 9 # * * 
(vO m . i 
8 7 , 4 
YP 1-A 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 t 1 1 1 




ANALYST 8420 6910 8200 8460 B220 8580 8600 A580 A4t0 A550 877 
201 ] [ I ] [ i 
203 1 [ I 1 [ i 
204 ] t I 1 [ i 
205 i r R ] [ R 
206 1 r R ] [ I 
207 r i [ R 
208 ] [ I » * R 
210 1 r i i I 
211 ] [ i i t I 
212 r R I I 
213 [ I I I 
214 f * I I I 
215 1 r i [ I 



































F (J»Q) 92,9 78,6 92o9 78,6 92.9 **** 78,6 78,6 85,7 **** 57, 
H*P 1-A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i o 
ROUP B 
UESTION ? - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUMBERS 
NALYST A2l0 A970 
201 I R 
203 I I 
204 I I 
205 I I 
206 I I 
207 R I 
208 R R 
210 I I 
211 I I 
212 I I 
2l3 I I 
214 I I 
215 T R 
216 I I 
(J,Q) 2 3 
CJ,Q) 12 11 
CJ,Q) 85,7 78,6 
CQ) 86,2 





ANALYST B400 8842 B260 B470 B|00 8672 8430 B530 A430 A671 A61 
201 I I I I I I I I I I ] 
203 I I I 1 R R I R R I ] 
204 ! I I R R R I R R I ] 
205 I I I R 1 R I R R I ] 
206 T I I I I R R T I I ] 
207 I I I I I I I I R I ] 
208 R I I R R R R R R I ] 
210 T I I I T R I I R I 1 
211 I I I R R R I R R I ] 
212 R I I R R R R R I I 3 
213 R I I I I I I R I I 1 
214 I I I I I R I R R I ] 
215 I I I I I I R T R I ] 
216 I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 
RCJfQ) 3 0 0 5 5 9 4 6 9 0 0 
I C J # G ) 11 14 14 9 9 5 10 6 5 14 14 
F CJ*Q) 7 6 . 6 * * * * * * * * 6 4 , 3 6 4 . 3 6 4 . 3 7 1 , 4 5 7 . 1 6 4 . 3 * * * * * * * 
HYP i - A 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 




ANALYST A600 A720 A800 
201 ] f I 
203 ] R 
204 1 r R 
205 ] [ R 
206 ] [ R 
207 ] [ I 
208 1 r R R 
210 1 r R 
211 ] [ R 
212 1 r R 
213 i r R 
214 1 r R 
215 i r R 









F CJ>Q) **** 78,6 92f9 
F (Q) 81,7 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 

























%n en i 
<r <r i 
CD m i 
r> «HI i 
z: CD i 
w M M j r c c i r a Q i H t r w H C c i r 
» -»» - i ^cc :Maea :Qc^ce«-« ! r * - tac 
ae 
CC i-i QC 
» - O I 
2T O I »-H •-< »-H 
UJ CM I 
X OS I 
3 I 
O O I 
o <© i •—• *—* •—< 




O I »-* l - l »-« 
oe 















| »—l HW »—i •—, »—I J t QT IX *~* *— •—!•—( I—! •—; 
CD 
o 
C L t ~ 
O U 
00 • 
, _ i | O 0 O 0 O O O < » - * « - t « - j t « H i * - i * - * * - i i 











1 * 1 «-* 1 
1 * 1 
1 * 
1 * 
1 * 1 «"* 1 
1 * 
1 * 
• •-» 1 
1 • 1 O 1 
1 N> 1 
• in 
1 v* 1 
1 • 1 1 O I 
1 N- 1 
i in i 
1 Q\ 1 
i * i 1 * - f 1 
1 CM 1 
1 O 1 
I N- 1 
1 <* 1 * - t 1 
• in i 
1 CO 1 
1 O 1 
i * i *~t • 
1 CM 1 
1 O 1 
1 -S3" 1 
1 • 1 ; O 1 
1 «-* 1 
• l̂ > 1 
1 * 1 
1 * 1 *"• 1 
1 * 1 
1 * 1 
1 * 1 
1 * 1 •"* 1 
1 * 1 
1 * 1 
*-4 
• r*- I o | 
I * I in i •«-• 1 
• in i CO 1 
1 CO 1 
1 vO 1 
1 * 1 iH | 
1 CO 1 
1 N. 1 
1 «"* 1 <r i 
1 3 1 l I 
1 *• 1 ^* i «~* • 
1 -> 1 <3> 1 
1 «-> 1 w 1 QL • 
>» 1 




ANALYST DUO 9250 D700 0120 Dl70 0720 0400 0320 02/0 0240 088 
201 R R R R R R R R R R R 
203 R I R r I R R R I R R 
204 R R R i R R R R R R R 
205 R R R i I I R R I 1 R 
206 I I R R R R I R I R R 
207 R I I R R I I R I R R 
208 R R R R R R R R I R R 
210 R R R R R R R R R R R 
211 T R R T R I R I ft R R 
212 R R R I R R R R R R R 
213 R R R R R R R R I R R 
214 T R R I I I R R I R R 
215 I I R R R T R R I R R 
216 R I I R R I I *e T I R 
R(J,Q) 10 9 12 8 11 8 11 13 5 12 14 
ICJ#Q) 4 5 2 6 3 6 3 1 9 2 0 
F CJ#U) 71,4 6*U3 85*7 57,1 78,6 57,1 78,6 92,9 6a.3 85,7 *** 
F CQ) 76,0 
HYP 1~A 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
• * * 
GROUP 8 
QUESTION 7 
ANALYST D U O 0210 D130 
201 R R I 
203 R I R 
204 R R I 
205 R R R 
206 R I R 
207 R R I 
208 R R R 
210 I R R 
211 R I I 
212 R R R 
213 R R R 
214 R R R 
215 R R R 
216 R I R 
R<J,Q) 13 10 10 
I(J,Q) 1 4 4 
F CJ,Q) 92,9 71,4 71,4 
HYP 1-A i 0 0 
OUCUMENT NUMBERS 
180 0230 0280 D310 0270 
R I I I I 
R I I I R 
I R I I I 
R R R I I 
R R I I I 
R R I I I 
R R R R R 
R R R I R 
I I R I I 
R R R R R 
R R R R I 
R I R R R 
I I I I I 
R I R R T 
11 8 8 5 5 
3 6 6 9 9 
8,6 57,1 57,1 64,3 64.3 
1 0 0 0 0 
0300 0560 D37 
R R I 
R I R 
R I R 
I I I 
R R I 
I R I 
R I R 
R R R 
R I I 
R R R 
R I R 
R I R 
R I I 
R I I 
1.2 5 7 
2 9 7 
85,7 64,3 50, 
1 0 0 
* * * 
ROUP 8 
UESTION 7 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUHRERS 
NALYST D350 0410 0540 0620 0750 0640 0790 O63O 
201 I I I I I I 
203 R I I I I R 
204 I I I R R R 
205 I I I I I I 
206 I I I R I R R 
207 R I I R I T 
208 R R R R R R 
210 R R R R R I R R 
211 I I I I R I R 
212 R R R R R I R 
213 R R R R R R ft 
214 R R R R R R R 
215 R I I I I I I I 
216 R R I I R I I R 
(J*Q> 
(J,Q) 
9 6 5 











CJ*Q) 64#3 57*1 64,3 71,4 71,4 71,4 85,7 71,4 
CQ) 69,4 




ANALYST D780 0600 0530 D8l0 D?80 0150 0440 06i0 0660 D830 0360 
201 R R R R R R R R R R R 
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UESTION 16 - CONTINUED 
DOCUMENT NUMBERS 
NALYST B693 8382 B67i 8980 B920 A740 A250 A280 A540 B950 Bl80 
201 i R R 
203 1 R R 
204 1 R R 
205 1 r I I 
206 1 r R I 
207 ] r R I 
208 1 [ R R 
210 1 r R I 
211 r R R 
212 F ? R I 
213 i r R R 
214 ] [ I I 
215 i r R I 
216 [ R I 
R 3 [ R R R 
I J [ R R R 
R ] [ I R R 
I ] I I I R 
I ] t T R R 
R 1 [ R R R 
R [ R R R R 
R ] ; T R R 
R R R R R 
R 3 I R R R 
R 3 [ R R R R 
R 3 I I I R 
R 1 I R R R 





















CJ»Q} 92,9 85,7 57,1 92,9 85,7 7l,4 92,9 57,1 78,6 **** 85,7 
79,4 
82,4 
YP 1-A 1 
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APPENDIX D 
In order to test Hypothesis 3, the concensus of the members of 
each group must be observed and comparedo If for a group 
I , < R , , then the members judged the document relevant, R» Like-
wise, if R, < I , , the judgment for the document was Io If R, = 1 , 9 
7 dq dqJ ^ dq dq? 
then no decision as to the relevance of the document was reached and was 
denoted by "-"<, Table 4 is a listing of the judgments for all documentSo 
The document numbers indicate the relative location within the question-
naire and are not the document numbers actually assigned to the documents, 
Table 4. Results of the Relevance Assessments by Group 
Question, and Document 
Group 
Documents 
Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 
2 A, . I I I I I I I I I I I I 
B I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
3 A I I I I I I I I I I _ I I I 















































7 A R R R R _ I I I I I I I R I I _ I - I I 
B R R R R R R I I R R - R R R I I I R I I 
8 A I I R I R R I I I I I I 

























10 A I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
B ~. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Table 4. (Continued) 
Documents 





A I ] [ R I I I I 
B I ] [ R I I I R 
A _ I R I I 
B I ] I R I I 
A R ] I I I I 
B ] I I I I 
A I ] I I I I 
B I ] R I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I I - I I I I I I I 
R I I I I I I - I I 
R I I I I I I R I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
R I I I I R I I I R 
97 
APPENDIX E 
Data for testing Hypothesis 5 were selected at random from the 
respective agreement scores of the two analysts groups. These data were 
collected into the tables of this appendix with the required cumulative 
step functions for each sample. 
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Table 9.. Cumulative Step Function and Difference 










B TOUD B 
M D 
A B 
M D R ntervals R M D R M D R R M D 
100-96 8 6 7 1 6 14 8 6 6 1 5 13 9 4 9 2 7 
95=91 14 8 6 12 4 8 18 11 7 15 4 11 18 16 2 13 4 9 
90-86 14 8 6 12 4 8 18 11 7 15 4 11 18 16 2 13 4 9 
85-81 15 13 2 14 8 6 19 13 6 19 10 9 18 20 2 14 7 7 
80-76 16 13 3 17 10 7 21 13 8 22 12 10 21 21 0 21 9 12 
75-71 17 17 0 18 12 6 23 18 5 22 17 5 21 21 0 21 15 6 
70-66 17 17 0 18 12 6 23 18 5 22 17 5 21 21 0 21 15 6 
65-61 19 20 1 19 18 1 24 20 4 23 21 2 21 22 1 23 23 0 
60=56 22 23 1 25 22 3 24 25 1 25 24 1 23 23 0 24 25 1 
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*OTip A i B A B A B 
ntervals R M D R M , D R M P R M D R M D R M D 
100-96 13 5 8 9 0 9 11 12 1 10 0 10 12 7 5 9 1 8 
95-91 18 9 9 13 2 11 17 13 4 14 12 17 12 5 17 2 15 
90-86 18 9 9 13 2 11 17 13 4 14 2 12 17 12 5 17 2 15 
85-81 20 14 6 22 4 18 18 14 4 17 9 12 20 16 4 19 10 9 
80-76 22 16 6 23 6 17 21 14 7 21 13 7 21 17 4 23 12 11 
75-71 24 17 7 23 13 10 22 16 6 24 17 7 23 23 0 23 15 8 
70-66 24 17 7 23 13 10 22 16 6 24 17 7 23 23 0 23 15 8 
65-61 25 21 4 23 17 6 23 19 4 24 20 4 23 24 1 24 19 5 
60-56 25 24 J. 25 23 2 25 24 I 25 24 1 25 24 1 25 25 0 
55-50 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 
Table 9, Cumulative Step Function and Difference for 

















M I n t e r v a l s R D R M D R D 
100=96 14 7 7 5 0 5 13 8 5 6 1 5 13 18 5 10 0 10 
95-91 20 11 9 16 2 14 17 12 5 15 4 11 18 13 5 14 2 12 
9 0 - 8 6 20 11 9 16 2 14 17 12 5 15 4 11 18 13 5 14 2 12 
85-81 22 15 7 22 2 20 20 15 5 19 5 14 20 18 2 16 3 13 
80-76 22 15 7 22 5 17 22 15 7 20 8 12 22 19 3 20 4 16 
75 -71 24 16 8 22 11 11 23 16 7 20 14 6 24 19 5 21 13 8 
70-66 24 16 8 22 11 11 23 16 7 20 14 6 24 19 5 21 13 8 
65-61 25 22 ,3 22 18 4 23 17 6 22 22 0 25 21 4 24 16 8 
60-56 25 23 2 25 24 1 23 21 2 23 24 1 25 24 1 25 23 2 
55-50 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 25 25 0 
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APPENDIX F 
The frequencies of the R judgments were found and recorded in 
one of the following four tables. For the randomly selected documents 
there were 202 judgments, for the machine matched documents 45 judg-
ments* The relative frequency and the cumulative relative frequency 
were also tabulated for each R judgment and recorded in the following 
tables., 
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Table 10. Frequency, Relative, and Cumulative Relative 
Frequency of R Judgments of All 
Documents for Group A 
Relative Cumulative 
R-Judgments Frequency Frequency Frequency 
I 148 .733 .733 
4 9 .045 0778 
5 12 .059 .837 
6 7 .035 .872 
7 7 .035 .907 
8 3 .015 .922 
9 1 .005 .927 
10 4 .020 .947 
R 11 .053 1.000 
Table 11. Frequency, Relative and Cumulative Relative 
Frequency of R Judgments of Machine 
Matched Documents for Group A 
Relative Cumulative 
R-Judgments Frequency Frequency Frequency 
I 22 .488 .488 
4 3 .067 .555 
5 2 .045 .600 
6 3 .067 .667 
7 3 .067 .734 
8 2 .045 .779 
9 1 .021 .800 
10 2 .045 .845 
R 7 ass 1.000 
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Table 12. Frequency, Relative and Cumulative Relative 
Frequency of R Judgments of All Documents 
for Group B 
Relative Cumulative 
R-Judgments Frequency Frequency Frequency 
I 117 .579 .579 
4 9 .045 .624 
5 14 .069 .693 
6 7 .035 .728 
7 5 .025 .753 
8 12 .059 .812 
9 9 .045 .857 
10 11 .054 .911 
R 18 .089 1.000 
Table 13. Frequency, Relative and Cumulative Relative 
Frequency of R Judgments of Machine 
Matched Documents for Group B 
Relative Cumulative 
R-Judgments Frequency Frequency Frequency 
I 5 .111 .111 
4 4 .089 .200 
5 7 .155 .355 
6 2 .045 .400 
7 2 .045 .445 
8 4 .089 .534 
9 3 .067 .601 
10 7 .155 .756 
R 11 .244 1.000 
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APPENDIX G 
This appendix consists of two tables, one for each group, record-
ing the times in minutes for the analysts to judge the relevance of all 
documents of a question to the question. The "x" notation implies that 
the analysts failed to record his time on the questionnaire. The total 
time, the average time per question and the average time per document 
are all recorded in minutes. 
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Table 14. Judgment Times for Group A 
Analyst Question Numbers 
Numbers 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 16 
101 X X 20 10 20 X 15 25 X X 15 X 
102 8 5 5 4 9 5 4 12 5 6 3 9 
103 10 10 10 8 10 10 8 15 10 10 8 10 
104 4 9 4 5 10 5 4 9 11 8 4 9 
105 7 8 5 5 9 6 6 8 7 7 3 8 
106 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 3 1 4 
107 6 6 5 3 5 4 3 5 7 5 3 8 
108 4 4 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 1 2 
109 10 8 3 5 10 7 5 10 8 X 3 10 
110 7 10 5 8 10 9 5 6 11 6 5 7 
111 14 11 7 8 12 15 8 11 11 15 4 16 
112 4 6 5 3 5 4 4 5 5 6 3 7 
113 30 20 15 10 10 15 12 15 20 15 8 13 
114 3 5 3 3 3 X 3 5 3 3 3 3 
Total 
Time/ 109 105 91 77 119 85 82 132 105 86 64 106 
Question 
Average 
Time/ 8.4 8.1 6.5 5.5 8.5 7.1 5.9 9.4 8.1 7.2 4.6 8.2 
Question 
Average 
Time/ .56 .51 .54 .50 .40 .55 .49 .41 .34 .36 .46 .33 
Document 
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Table 15. Judgment Times for Group B 
Analyst Question Numbers 
Number 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 16 
201 15 12 15 10 15 15 15 15 25 20 8 25 
203 10 15 10 15 20 10 15 25 20 15 10 20 
204 5 4 3 4 5 6 4 6 7 5 3 7 
205 8 7 6 5 7 8 4 X 5 5 2 6 
206 15 13 12 6 15 7 7 20 10 13 4 17 
207 60 15 25 20 35 20 20 35 35 25 15 45 
208 8 7 6 5 o 5 9 9 8 11 7 9 
210 9 6 5 4 12 5 4 11 7 6 2 10 
211 8 10 11 10 20 9 9 15 12 8 8 10 
212 17 11 10 7 13 8 8 18 11 10 10 23 
213 15 8 10 5 10 8 10 20 15 15 6 15 
214 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
215 10 12 8 7 15 11 6 14 13 13 4 18 
216 10 7 10 7 10 10 3 10 7 10 5 7 
Total 
Time/ 191 128 132 106 188 123 115 199 176 157 85 213 
Question 
Average 
Time/ 13.5 9.2 9.4 7.6 13.4 8.8 8.2 15.3 12.6 11.2 6.1 15.2 
Question 
Average 
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